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A Letter from your Chairs:

Salutations delegates:

My name is Talia Chan, and it is my pleasure and honor to serve as your chair for Interpol. I

cannot wait to work with all of you this coming week! I am a junior (11th grade) in high school,

and have been doing Model UN since my freshman year. Since my first conference, I’ve been in

love with the world of diplomacy and debate.

As someone who is very passionate about the sea, I couldn’t pass up an opportunity to chair a

committee on maritime piracy. At my school, I am the President-Elect of the Model UN team.

Since the stay at home order has been put in place, I have fully immersed myself in the world of

virtual Model UN, and this will be the fourth conference I am staffing so far. In my free time I

enjoy reading, hammocking, and playing the piano and guitar.

During committee, I am especially impressed by delegates who ardently stand by their position,

yet are willing to compromise for the greater good. Being willing and able to speak at length

about a given topic is indicative of a prepared delegate who has done their homework. Another

sign of a good delegate is being comfortable enough with parliamentary procedure (RoP) to use

it to their advantage during committee.

We’ve worked hard over the past month to put together a great conference for you, so please take

advantage of the experience you can gain from this committee. Although we are just a
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simulation, the skills you learn or improve upon in a weekend in September will carry with you

so that you can be the leaders of tomorrow’s world.

I look forward to fruitful and thoughtful debate about the future of the Earth’s waters and I hope

you are as excited about this topic as I am. Yash and I are very excited to meet you and work

with you!

Best,

Talia Chan

Chair, Interpol
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What is Interpol?
Founded in 1914 as an establishment between a mere twenty-four countries, what was

originally known as the International Criminal Police Commission was a setup between lawyers

and police to discuss effective methods to apprehend criminals.  For over a century, this

organization has been accumulating, currently with 194 member states, eventually becoming the

International Criminal Police Organization that we know as INTERPOL in 1956.

Resources that the organization is currently equipped with include a radio network, a

web-based system, biometrics, and advanced forensics technology to track down criminals.  As

the organization ages, the technology that it holds progresses as well, allowing police officers

worldwide the best equipment possible to track down fugitives and criminals, which remains the

core purpose of INTERPOL.

Annually, the committee meets in Lyon, France to discuss important decisions to be

made.  Each country has a National Central Bureau in which INTERPOL operations can stem.

On many levels, INTERPOL has operatives in most every country listed in the world.

Additionally, INTERPOL has access to criminal records that can be accessed in real-time in each

country in the world.
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A History of Piracy
Our story starts centuries ago, with the ever increasing technological advancements that

drove the Renaissance. Between 1450 and 1800, maritime commerce connected the peoples and

nations that rimmed the Atlantic in a web of trade, conquest, settlement, and slavery. Europeans

carved out vast new colonies in the Americas. From gold to sugar, the resources of the New

World transformed European societies. The transatlantic slave trade carried millions of Africans

westward to lives of labor and suffering. Ships and sailors helped create a complex new world

with maritime commerce at its core. With so much precious cargo being traded on the Atlantic,

piracy flourished. This led to the Golden Age of Piracy.

“The explorer Christopher Columbus established contact between Europe and the lands

that were later named America at the end of the 15th century. As he was working for the Spanish

monarchy, these 'new lands' were claimed by Spain, who soon discovered them to be a rich

source of silver, gold and gems.

“From the 16th century  galleons began to sail back to Europe, loaded with precious

cargoes that pirates found impossible to resist. So many pirate attacks were made that galleons

were forced to sail in fleets with armed vessels for protection. As Spanish settlers set up new

towns on Caribbean islands and the American mainland, these too came under pirate attack.”

Causes of Historical Pirates

Why did people become pirates? In England social disruption plagued the lives of

peasants. Smaller farmers were forced off the land by ruthless lords and smaller tradesmen were

challenged by larger businesses. These displaced people flocked to urban areas looking for

opportunity or poor relief.

In London especially there was high density and unemployment and funds for the poor

could not meet the need. People had to shift for themselves. Distressed people weren't simply

worse off, they had no hope of moving up. Piracy tempted poor seamen because it offered them
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the chance to take control of their lives. In an age when few people travelled and young men

might have to work seven-year apprenticeships before they could make a living by themselves,

many were tempted to go to sea anyway, though the life was a tough one.

Adolescents who longed to leave could get a job on a sailing ship before they were fully

grown: agility was needed as much as brute strength. Yet ordinary seamen toiled for modest

wages and were subject to discipline. In contrast, piracy not only offered them a chance to get

rich quickly but also a rare opportunity to exert an amount of power over others.

Modern Day Pirates

The points of interest in piracy today are the Indian Ocean, East Africa and the Far East

including the South China Sea, South America, and the Caribbean. In recent times, pirates have

been found to be very active in the waters between the Red Sea (particularly in the Gulf of Aden)

and Indian Ocean, off the Somali coast, and in the Strait of Malacca near Singapore. There are

also reports of pirate attacks on the Serbian and Romanian stretches of the international Danube

River since 2011. According to some estimates, worldwide losses due to piracy can be as high as

15 billion US dollars per year.

In recent times, there have been several incidences

of brutal hijacking of ships off the Somali coast by Somali

pirates, which grabbed the global media headlines. As a

result, the US has started a multi-national effort to patrol

the waters near the Horn of Africa to prevent future attacks

on ships. The Strait of Malacca remains another hot spot

for piracy today, but in recent years the area has seen a

dramatic downturn in piracy due to coordinated patrolling by Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore

navy forces, and increased level of onboard security on ships. Other major piracy prone areas are

the Caribbean Sea and Bay of Bengal in the Indian Ocean.  According to reports, piracy in the
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Indian Ocean is getting more lucrative and more violent, despite an anti-piracy EU naval force

patrolling the area.

Like historical and fictional pirates, modern pirates are still involved in looting and

hijacking ships for ransom, but their ways of operations have dramatically changed over time.

Modern pirates now don night-vision goggles; carry AK-47s, heavy machine guns, and rocket

launchers; navigate with GPS devices; and use sophisticated speedboats mounted with heavy

mortars to target ships. According to reports, Somali pirates were found attacking ships with

Russian made 82mm mortars that can target a ship as far as 5 kilometers from shore. Modern

pirates today are part of organized crime gangs that target big and small cargo vessels, and even

cruise ships and private yachts.

Questions to Consider:

1. How has your country been affected by modern day pirate activity?

2. What bodies can be utilized to stop and prevent pirate activity?

3. Have governments been effective in combating piracy?

4. What does the future of piracy look like?

https://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/exhibition/1_5.html

https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/explore/golden-age-piracy

https://theglobepost.com/2019/09/24/modern-piracy-explained/
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